Specification

Project
A PipelineDog project consists of three types of definitions: global variables, list files, and step definitions. Global variables can only be defined once for the entire project, while there can be multiple list files and steps. Global variables definition stores the variable that can be accessed by all of the steps. It's recommended to put environmentspecific variables of each step in global variables (e.g., the
Step-ID, name and in). The list file is the pipeline input which usually consists of a list of file names that are different for each pipeline run. Other parameters of the run can also be specified in the list file. The step definitions are each steps of the pipeline defined by the PipelineDog script step specifications. In a PipelineDog project, the first step reads the list files as the input, then the outputs from one step can be used by the next step in addition to the list files, thus forming a pipeline. For detailed specification, please visit the PipelineDog github page: https://github.com/ysunlab/PipelineDog.
Step
A pipeline typically contains multiple steps. A PipelineDog step definition file (as well as the entire Project definition file) is an YAML file that defines a single object with PipelineDog-specific keys. The key of the entire object is the Step-ID key. This key uniquely identifies each step and defined as two numbers separated by a dash (-) . The first number is the order that steps to be executed. If the first number is the same for two steps, these two steps will be executed in parallel. In that case, the second number is used to distinguish these steps. Within the object, several additional key-value pairs are available:
1. name: a string to describe the nature/function of this analysis step.
2. in: a string or an array to provide the name of a list file, or the name of the output from a previous step.
3. run: a string to provide a template for PipelineDog to construct one or more BASH commands. The template can include LEASH targets (starts with "~") to be replaced by the following LEASH expression keys.
4. LEASH expressions: a series of objects to provide specific instructions to PipelineDog on how to modify and replace the LEASH targets inside the "run" template with user provided parameters. They also start with "~" to match the LEASH targets.
5. out: a string or an array to specify the list of new files that will be generated after this step has been successfully executed (so that later steps can get access to this list of new Line Entries) 6. comment: an optional string that provide additional information about this step for the users, typically when it is too long to put inside the name field. This will appear as commented code in the exported BASH script.
Besides
Step-ID, two key-value pairs are required in Step Definition: name and run. A LEASH target and its corresponding LEASH expression are the key mechanism that allows PipelineDog to automatically format a command line argument list.
LEASH expression
LEASH stands for Line Entry Automated SHuffling, indicating that the line entries will be reformatted and rearranged automatically according to a set of LEASH expressions. LEASH expression is the core driver of PipelineDog, because it processes the commands based on the user-specified parameters for a specific pipeline and replace the LEASH targets marked in the run key with the dynamics parts defined by the expression. LEASH expression is defined after the run key, also using a YAML object with keys namely:
7. file: select one or more list files that will be included in the pipeline, or an output from a previous step.
8. line: select one or more line entries from the selected list file(s), and also specify how these entries should be arranged or repeated.
9. mod: modify each line entry with the optional prefix and/or suffix string(s), and also select which basic parts of an entry to retain and modify.
10. mods: use either mods or mod. Mods (stands for mod-simplified) uses a format similar to what you would want to see in the actual constructed command. It fulfills most but not all of the functions of mod, but with a much easier-to-remember syntax.
11. sep: define the separator character of the line entries if they are in the same command.
Together, the LEASH expression provides an automated way to reformat and rearrange line entries.
Implementation Details
Both GUI version and command line interface (CLI) version of PipelineDog are written in JavaScript, with Browserify (http://browserify.org) employed to unify the package system between these two versions. It utilizes the React framework (https://facebook.github.io/react) with JSX syntax for the front-end user interface and ES2015 (http://www.ecma-international.org/ecma-262/6.0) JavaScript syntax for the backend logic and algorithms. Material UI component set (http://www.material-ui.com) for React is used as the foundation of the user interface design. The general UI design also follows the material design (https://material.google.com) principles defined by Google. The web user interface is hosted on Github (https://github.com) as a static web page application. The CLI version of the app is hosted on npm (https://www.npmjs.com) as a downloadable Node.js package. The "save code to local" functionality, which receives the code data and generates a file for user to download, is hosted on Heroku (https://www.heroku.com) as a Node.js application. The online code repository backend is implemented using the Firebase (https://firebase.google.com) platform, which provides a real-time database and a simple administrative system. YAML format is parsed using the library js-yaml (https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml).
Application
To illustrate the workflow of PipelineDog, we present an example that uncompresses a list of files in gzip format, compresses them with bzip2, and compare the file sizes. A logical workflow could be:
1. Uncompress the gzipped files, but keep the original gzipped version intact;
2. Compress the uncompressed files with bzip2, but also keep the uncompressed version;
3. Run Linux command du to find the file sizes, and store the file sizes into a new text file for each file's three different versions. This script can be written as a single plain text file locally on your own system, and then uploaded to PipelineDog Web App (by clicking "New Project" and then select this test.txt to Upload), or it can be created using the text editor within the PipelineDog Web App. Once the editing is complete, push the parse button to apply the edits.
Once parsed, the processed command output is shown in Supplemental Figure S4 .
Supplemental Figure S4 : The final BASH codes of the PipelineDog project.
Additionally, to better promote step reusability, it is advised to organize the PipelineDog script by separating the parts that will be different from project to project from the parts that will remain the same. In the following example, the project is refactored so that the
Step-ID and in keys are defined as global variables (Supplemental Figure S5) . The $ in PipelineDog script indicates a variable reference.
Supplemental Figure S5 : The global variables.
